VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK

CREATED BY MARIA MANORE GAVIN
Help your students master their color words with this simple, vibrant book. I recommend using Astrobrights paper for exceptionally bright colors.

GATHER SUPPLIES:
- black copy paper
- bold colors of copy paper (red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple)
- scissors
- glue stick
- stapler

TO PREPARE FOR CLASSROOM USE:
- Cut black copy paper in half lengthwise (each child needs 7 half sheets of paper)
- Copy each color word onto the corresponding color of copy paper, then cut the paper in half lengthwise (each full sheet will produce two student work pages)
- Copy the “Colors” page onto a variety of copy paper colors. Rough cut to separate each letter.

Additional information with step-by-step photos and shopping links can be found in this blog post.

Thank you so much for downloading this FREE resource. I am truly appreciative of your support. You can also find me on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or reach me via email at kindercraze@gmail.com. Thanks!
**VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cut out each letter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Arrange the letters to spell the corresponding color word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Glue the letters onto half sheets of black paper cut lengthwise to spell each color word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Unscramble letters to spell “Colors” for the cover. Cut and glue onto a separate sheet of black paper.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Staple all pages together to create a Colors book.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step-by-step instructions on creating the color word book. Additional photos, information, and shopping links can be found in [this blog post](#).
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK

Copy onto a variety of bright sheets of copy paper. And rough cut to separate the letters. Each sheet will produce enough letters for two student book covers.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK

Copy onto bright red paper and cut in half lengthwise.

red red
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK
Copy onto bright orange paper and cut in half lengthwise.

orange
orange
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK
Copy onto bright yellow paper and cut in half lengthwise.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK
Copy onto bright green paper and cut in half lengthwise.

green
green
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Copy onto bright blue paper and cut in half lengthwise.

blue
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Copy onto bright purple paper and cut in half lengthwise.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK
Copy onto bright orange paper and cut in half lengthwise.
Copy onto bright yellow paper and cut in half lengthwise.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK
Copy onto bright green paper and cut in half lengthwise.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK
Copy onto bright blue paper and cut in half lengthwise.

belu

belu
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Copy onto bright purple paper and cut in half lengthwise.
BONUS PAGES

Want to extend the activity to include more color words? These bonus pages are just for YOU!
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto white paper and cut in half lengthwise.

black

black
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto brown paper and cut in half lengthwise.

brown

brown
Copy onto gray paper and cut in half lengthwise.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto pink paper and cut in half lengthwise.

pink

pink
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VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto white paper and cut in half lengthwise.

white

white
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page
Copy onto white paper and cut in half lengthwise.
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto brown paper and cut in half lengthwise.

r n o b w
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VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto gray paper and cut in half lengthwise.

ryga
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VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page
Copy onto pink paper and cut in half lengthwise.

i p k n

i p k n
VIBRANT COLOR WORD BOOK bonus page

Copy onto white paper and cut in half lengthwise.